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Summary :


As Apple’s image format, HEIC boasts high quality and small file size, but its biggest drawback remains poor compatibility. This post will list four methods to convert HEIC to PDF, helping you solve the problem of transferring HEIC files across platforms.
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Since the iOS11 release, HEIC has been set as the default image format for later iPhone generations, to reduce the image size while maintaining high quality. However, the HEIC format is exclusively compatible with Apple products, and the best option for sharing them is to convert the HEIC files into PDF format.

This article will suggest the three best converters for HEIC to PDF format available. According to your specific needs and the following content, choose the most appropriate conversion method.

How to Convert HEIC to PDF Online

For PDF converting tasks, online PDF converters are comparatively more convenient and faster. Among the plethora of options, I recommend the PDFgear to you, which is one of the Best HEIC to PDF Converters.

PDFgear is an all-featured and free PDF converter online tool that helps create PDFs from other formats. Along with converting HEIC to PDF, it supports conversions between many other file formats like HEIC to DOC.

In addition, PDFgear is popular among office software users due to its multi-functionality and a host of other benefits.

Convert HEIC to PDF Online Now!

Step 1. Go to HEIC to PDF Converter

Open the PDFgear HEIC to PDF Converter with a browser on your Windows or Mac computer.
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Tip:  The PDFgear online tool can be used on Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, and Android systems. Due to its good compatibility, you can access PDFgear’s online tools from any device.

Step 2. Upload HEIC Pictures

Click the “Upload HEIC” or “Choose File” button to upload the HEIC images that you want to convert to PDF. Locate the HEIC images on your computer and select them.

Step 3. Download the New PDF File

Look for a “Convert” button and click it to initiate the conversion process.
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The conversion will be done in seconds, then press the Download button to download the converted file to your computer.

How to Convert HEIC to PDF on Mac

As one of Apple’s products, which developed the HEIC format, Mac’s default feature can directly convert HEIC to PDF. Additionally, the Preview app allows users to highlight and draw on PDFs on Mac.

With the help of the Preview app, Mac users can complete the conversion in just two steps. Here are the specific steps below.

Step 1. Open HEIC Files with Preview

Get your HEIC images from iCloud to your Mac. Just double-click the HEIC image; this will open it in the Preview application.

Alternatively, right-click the icon of the HEIC file and select “Preview” as the opening method.
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Step 2. Export as PDF

Click the “File” button on the top menu bar, and choose “Export as PDF…” to save the new PDF in any folder you want.
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For both iPhone and Mac users, converting HEIC to PDF is a breeze, and it’s also a good way to make a PDF on iPhone and Mac. But for people who use both iPhone and Windows, the next two ways can help you solve this problem.

How to Convert Image to PDF on Windows

With the PDFgear software, you can effortlessly convert images to PDF on Windows, without the need for an internet connection. Boasting stable performance and lightning-fast conversion speeds, PDFgear is compatible with both Windows and Mac operating systems.

In addition to JPG format, PDFgear supports various other popular image formats for you to convert screenshots on your device to PDF. Whether you are using it for business or personal purposes, PDFgear is an exceptional choice.

For users with PDF editing needs, PDFgear Desktop is also awarded as one of the best PDF editor software for you to markup your created PDF with ease.

Note: For converting HEIC to PDF with PDFgear, you need to first save and export HEIC images as PDF on your iOS device.

Step 1. Get PDFgear for Free

Free download PDFgear software to your PC, both Windows and Mac versions are available for you below. Please feel free to download PDFgear software, it is 100% clean and ad-free.



Free Image to PDF Converter

Export HEIC images to JPG on your Apple device and convert them into PDF in batches for free.



Free Download



Wait for a moment for PDFgear to install successfully on your computer. Open the software on your computer and find the Image to PDF converter from the popular tools.

Step 2. Import the Pictures

Click the Add Files button in the upper-left corner to import one or more images, and press and hold the Ctrl key to select multiple images to upload.
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PDFgear provides you with the option to customize page settings, you can set the page size to match the source and adjust the page margin. To facilitate the latter quickly finding the converted files, you can preset the output path.

If you want to convert multiple pictures and combine them into a PDF file, please remember to check the “Output in one file” option.

Step 3. Batch Convert Images to PDF

After everything is ready, click the Convert button to start the batch conversion. In just a few seconds, PDFgear will create a high-definition, watermark-free PDF file for you.
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You should note that PDFgear is also compatible with Mac. You can follow these steps to convert Image to PDF on Mac at zero cost.

How To Convert HEIC to PDF with Adobe Acrobat

If you have an Adobe Acrobat subscription, then the Adobe HEIC to JPG feature is also helpful in that case.

As one of the most powerful PDF software, Adobe Acrobat DC can easily solve various PDF conversion problems. Adobe even allows you to convert multiple HEICs to JPG on Mac at once.

However, Adobe Acrobat DC doesn’t directly support HEIC to PDF conversion. You need to first convert HEIC to JPG format using Adobe, and then convert JPG to PDF. Here is the specific tutorial.

Step 1. Export HEIC as JPG in iPhone Built-in Settings

Open the iPhone Settings app, choose ‘Photo’, and select ‘Automatic’ in the TRANSFER TO MAC OR PC column. During the transfer of HEIC files, your iPhone will automatically convert them to JPG format and then transfer the JPGs to your computer.
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Now, you can use a platform to transfer the HEIC pictures you want to convert into PDF to the Windows computer in JPG format.

Step 2. Convert JPG to PDF with Adobe

Open Adobe Acrobat which is downloaded on your computer, and find the Create PDF tool.
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Then hit the blue button to upload the JPG you transferred from your iPhone.
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Step 3. Save New PDF

If you want to convert multiple JPG files, you can click the button to add more files to convert. Click the “Convert to PDF” button, then you can save your new PDF to your device.
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There is no doubt that software like Adobe Acrobat DC is excellent. However, the only fly in the ointment is that Adobe is not free to use. People need to spend $14.99 a month to remain eligible for continued use. For those who have not purchased Adobe or do not want to incur additional costs for format conversion, the above method is obviously not applicable. Thus, we offer the third method, which is totally free yet efficient.

FAQs

Why convert HEIC to PDF online with PDFgear?

PDFgear is the best online HEIC to PDF converter with these many merits:

1. No file limit in this online software

2. No watermarks and ads

3. Obtainable on any device

4. Multiple PDF converting and editing tools

5. No registration acquired



How do I convert a HEIC to PDF on Mac

You may not know that the built-in Preview app on Mac can help you export HEIC images to PDF: Use Preview App to open your target HEIC image > navigate to File in the top menu and drop down to select Export to PDF > preset a storage path and save the new PDF file.

How do I convert HEIC to PDF in Windows?

Unlike Mac, there is no built-in tool to read HEIC files on Windows. Instead, you need to install other software to convert HEIC files. Whether you need to convert HEIC to PDF online or offline, you should not miss PDFgear Desktop and online converter tools.

How do I convert HEIC to PDF on iPad?

PDFgear also supports iOS mobile devices, converting PDF to PDF is a breeze for this tool: navigate to the online HEIC to PDF tool page > click Choose files button to upload one or more HEIC images > tap on the “convert” button to start the conversion, and PDFgear will provide a download button for users afterward.

How do I save HEIC as PDF on iPhones?

You can use the iPhone’s built-in functions to convert HEIC to PDF. Follow the method below.

Step 1. Open the Photos app and select the HEIC images you want to convert.

Step 2. Tap the “Share” button and hit “Print”. Click the “print” button in the upper right corner of the pop-up window.

Step 3. Select “Save to Files” and the image will be saved in PDF format in the folder you chose.

Is Safe to Use PDFgear?

PDFgear is 100% safe and secure, it will not save your files. You must download your files ahead of time because they will be automatically destroyed when the browser is refreshed or closed. Please click on Privacy Policy if you want to learn more.

How to Use Preview to Convert HEIC to PDF on Mac

Mac provides its users with a built-in Preview application to easily convert HEIC files to PDF. Follow the steps below to do this: Open the HEIC image in Preview > select File in the menu bar > click Export as PDF.

Which File Type Does PDFgear Support?

PDFgear accepts a wide range of input and output file formats. It supports converting HEIC, Word, JPG, and JPEG to PDF, and can also convert PDF to Word, Excel, PPT, and JPG. You can convert between various formats on this platform, this cloud-based platform provides you with a one-stop service.

To Sum Up

No matter if you want to convert HEIC to PDF on Mac, Windows, or iOS, PDFgear Desktop can assist you. If you prefer not to download third-party software, PDFgear also offers a free online HEIC to PDF conversion option. Additionally, the Preview app that comes with macOS can efficiently handle format changes. For Adobe Acrobat users, it’s a suitable choice for HEIC to PDF conversion.
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